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Abstract :

issues which are more necessary for the security and privacy
of Android smartphones.

Android is a Linux-based operating system designed
primarily for touch screen mobile devices such as smart

Keywords : Android, Malware, PDA, Apps,

phones and tablet computers This study throws the light
that how user are utilizing the Android phone without
knowing it’s impact on the privacy and security. Here user

1. Introduction
1.1 Information and Communication technology (ICT)

need to educate at many levels, e. g. at what extent their

It is the integration of telecommunications

confidentiality is maintained in these Android smartphones

(telephone lines and wireless signals), computers as

and what type of security these Android smartphones failed

well as necessary enterprise software, middleware,

to give. Andromaly is framework for detecting malware on

storage, and audio-visual systems, which enable users

Android mobile devices. Host-based Malware Detection

to access, store, transmit, and manipulate information.

System that continuously monitors various features and

Day by day the technological changes giving best

events obtained from the mobile device and then applies

services to the users. And hence number of users are

Machine Learning anomaly detectors to classify the

increasing worldwide due to fastest and cheapest

collected data as normal (benign) or abnormal (malicious).

communication.

Since no malicious applications are yet available for
Android, we developed four malicious applications, and

1.2 Mobile Communication

evaluated Andromaly’s ability to detect new malware based

Now a days the mobile devices like Android

on samples of known malware. The Andromaly framework

are utilized by tremendous users worldwide for calling,

is effective in detecting malware on mobile devices in general

SMS, MMS, Internet, creating Access Points, mobile

and on Android in particular.

banking,

booking

and

many

more.

These

communications include all types of advanced features
The paper also highlight the how to educate
Android users from security aspects and provide more

which make 5G technology most dominant technology
in near future.[13]

security and privacy for their Android Device and maintain
the privacy. In this research we focused on the malware
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1.3 Android Communication
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The Android operating system uses the Linux

This lets you create applications that use Bluetooth to

kernel at its core, and also provides an application

communicate

framework that developers incorporate into their

Bluetooth, such as heart-rate monitors, blood meters,

applications.

a

thermometers, scales and so on. A role defined in HDP.

middleware layer including libraries that provide

A source is a health device such as an Android phone

services

or tablet.

In

addition,

such as data

multimedia,

and

web

middleware

libraries

Android

storage,

screen display,

browsing.

For

Global

that

support

communication

with

Middleware

PDA‟s, we find this sector is booming and every day is

libraries also implement device-specific functions, so

new day and to match with the times introduction of

applications and the application framework need not

new application becomes mandatory. So with the

concern themselves with variations between various

advent of this new technology called „Android‟. It is

Android devices.

felt that this technology should be explored and the

execute

quickly.

to

the

devices

communication devices like mobile phones, tablets &

services

compiled

Because

health

machine

language,

are

provides

with

need of the hour. It has more than 7,00000 apps today
Android is a Linux-based operating system

and more are releasing daily. It is used in the smart

designed primarily for touch screen mobile devices

phones, tablets, ipad, watch, TV, MP3 etc. Android

such as smart phones and tablet computers. Google

technology has been introduced very recently and

releases the Android code as open source. Android 4.2

people are talking about it. But do not know how to use

includes a variety of new and enhanced platform

it to a great extent.

technologies to support innovative communications
use-cases across a broad range of hardware devices.

2.Choice of the topic with Reason

Every Android release includes dozens of security
enhancements to protect users. Application of the

The

security

in

Android

Phones.

A

operating system has also moved beyond mobile

compromised smartphone can inflict severe damages to

phones and tablets; amongst others, television, smart

both users and the cellular service provider. Malware

books and cameras have been released running

on a smartphone can make the phone partially or fully

Android. The Android platform includes support for

unusable; cause

the Bluetooth network stack, which allows a device to

information

wirelessly exchange data with other Bluetooth devices.

Engineering); or infect every name in a user‟s

The application framework provides access to the

phonebook. This may cause socio-economical problem

Bluetooth functionality through the Android Bluetooth

to Smartphone user.

unwanted billing; steal private

(possibly

by

Phishing

and

Social

APIs. Our goal is to extend and analyze, based on
abstract interpretation, to perform formally correct
analysis of Android programs. Android 4.0 introduces
support for the Bluetooth Health Device Profile (HDP).
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3.Significance of Study :
The Significance is mainly important for the
popularity of Android devices and its security aspects in the
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communication. Many of the smartphone users are unaware

addition, most antivirus detection capabilities depend

about the malware which are attacking their smartphones

on the existence of an updated malware signature

and stealing their confidential information and disclosing

repository, therefore the antivirus users are not

privacy like internet banking passwords, sms, mobile

protected whenever an attacker spreads previously un-

banking passwords, personal details etc. Recent study

encountered malware. Since the response time of

shows that 99.9% of new mobile malware targets

antivirus vendors may vary between several hours to

Android.[11] So it is necessary to educate them from

several days to identify the new malware, generate a

security aspects and provide more security and privacy for

signature, and update their clients‟ signature database,

their financial transactions and maintain privacy.

hackers have a substantial window of opportunity.
Some malware instances may target a specific and

4.Objective of this study:

relatively small number of mobile devices. (e.g., for
extracted confidential information or track owner‟s

To study and analyze the impact of malwares on
Android smartphones and the role of Andromaly for malware
detection.

location)
The Andromaly describe a generic and
modular framework for detecting malware on Android

The main objective is to do study of malwares in Android

mobile devices. This is accomplished by continuously
monitoring mobile devices to detect suspicious and

smartphones

abnormal activities using a supervised anomaly
1.

The Anomaly detection in Android Smartphone.

detection technique. The framework relies on a light-

2.

To Study the Impact of Anomaly on various

weight application, installed on the mobile device that

hardware features of Android Phones.

samples various system metrics and analyzes them in

Study of Andromaly to solve the malware issues.

order to make inferences about the well-being state of

3.

the device. The main assumption is that system metrics
such as CPU consumption, number of sent packets

5.Study

through the Wi-Fi, number of running processes,
The challenges for smartphone security are

battery level etc. can be employed for detection of

becoming very similar to those that personal computers

previously un-encountered malware by examining

encounter and common desktop security solutions are

similarities with patterns of system metrics induced by

often being downsized to mobile devices. As a case in

known malware.

point, analyzed common desktop security solutions and

Modern

computer

and

communication

evaluated their applicability to mobile devices.

infrastructures are highly susceptible to various types

However, some of the desktop solutions (i.e.,antivirus

of attack. A common way of launching these attacks is

software) are inadequate for use on smartphones as

by means of malicious software (malware) such as

they consume too much CPU and memory and might

worms, viruses, and Trojan horses, which, when

result in rapid draining of the power source. In

spread, can cause severe damage to private users,
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commercial companies and governments. The recent

versions. In spite of this there are some security aspects

growth in high-speed Internet connections has led to an

and drawbacks of malware attack on these Android

increase in the creation of new malware.

Phones. The both might get resolved by the framework

The anomalies which happen in the smart phone might

like Andromaly.

be as below
1.

Fraudulent use of the operator services (e.g.

8. Concluding Remark:

registration with a false identity and using the
This Review study throws the light that how

phone to high tariff destinations).
2.

user are utilizing the Android phone without knowing

Location-based detection (a user active in two

it‟s impact on the privacy and security. Here user need

different locations at the same time); traffic

to educate at many levels, e. g. at what extent their

anomaly detection (an area having normally low

confidentiality

network activity, suddenly experiencing high
network

activity);

and

detecting

maintained

in

these

Android

smartphones and what type of security these Android

anomalous

smartphones failed to give. The Android developers

behavior of individual mobile-phone users.
3.

is

are developing different types of apps and uploading

Trojan attempting to use the message server

apps on google store. There is no any best

component without authorization to create an SMS

authenticated/standard procedure which will avoid the

message.

possibility of downloading and installing the malicious
apps on Android smartphones. Recent study shows that

6. Benefits

99.9% of new mobile malware targets Android. Also

Every Android user is benefiting with its use,

the Email, SMS stealing virus targeting Android users

that might be for communication, education or

in India. The app which is published on Google

entertainment. It also satisfying customers of all the

Playstore might content the malware also. So it is

category. It is fulfilling need of mobile users. Recent

necessary to set and follow certain guide lines for these

release includes dozens of security enhancements to

apps before download and installing from Google

protect users. Applications of these mobile phones

Playstore to smartphones, By this the chances of

moved to tablets, television, smart books and cameras.

malicious apps on Android devices will get reduced.

If every Android user is free from malware attacks then
their personal information, transactions, location etc
will be more secure and will maintain the confidential
information.
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